
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of data engineer, analytics. To join
our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for data engineer, analytics

Participate in the development of corporate research data files, information
platforms or data spaces designed for exploring and understanding the data
Participate in the development of prototypes for business or research data
solutions (dimensional models, model builds) so that business users or
predictive modelers may visually understand and explore a new feature or
functionality before implementation to expose design assumptions and drive
ideation
Demonstrate high degree of analytic agility to meeting fluid and dynamic
business needs in this space
Mentor other team members in a business technical environment
Manage, structure and wrangle clinical data (structured and unstructured) for
analytics consumption
Work with subject matter experts to evaluate multiple internal and external
datasets for applicability and usefulness in achieving analytics objectives
Assist in the management of the data environment for local datasets
Employ appropriate visual, machine learning, and statistical methods to
prepare data for use in predictive and prescriptive modeling
Create data driven solutions that provide structure and assist in the decision
making process
Devise new algorithms to solve problems and tools to automate work efforts

Qualifications for data engineer, analytics

Self-motivated attitude with an ability to carry ideas from inception to
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Passion for video games and making products that delight the player is a big
plus
Bachelors in Computer Science, Industrial Engineering, Operations
Management, Management Information Systems, or a related field
2-5 years of experience in server-side development - hands-on experience in
Java, J2EE, SOA/ REST server development for enterprise software and
preferably SAAS products
Hands on experience with web and application server technologies such as
J2EE application server, Apache Tomcat, nginx, Jersey server, OSGi and other
relevant frameworks
Prior working experience in SQL & databases


